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Abstract 
Hinckley’s Oak (Quercus hinckleyi) is a critically endangered shrubby oak native to southwest 

Texas. Like all oaks, Q. hinckleyi is an exceptional species, meaning that the sensitivity of its 

acorns to desiccation prevents it from being seedbanked, and thus conservation of this species 

currently relies heavily on ex situ methods such as in vitro tissue culture. In order to maximize 

micropropagation of Q. hinckleyi, the relationship between nutrient availability and the growth 

of shoots in vitro was investigated. Component ions of the culturing medium were divided into 

five groups and randomly co-varied at either low (0.5x) or high (1.5x or 2x) strengths relative to 

the control (Lloyd & McCown’s Woody Plant Medium) in 16 combinations, following a fractional 

factorial approach. All media contained 0.2 mg/L benzylaminopurine, 3% sucrose, and 0.25% 

Gelzan™. Shoots were cultured on the different experimental media and assessed in 1-month 

intervals for up to 3 months on the production of lateral buds and overall health of the plant. 

Preliminary data currently suggests that NH4NO3 and Fe are the two nutrient ions that are 

most influential on shoot development and can be manipulated to achieve the most desirable 

growth. In particular, Fe seems to play a key role in the number of lateral buds each shoot 

produces, which is critical to the rapid multiplication of material. Investigating how plants are 

influenced by the availability of certain nutrients allows us to not only understand which of 

these nutrients most significantly regulate shoot development in vitro, but also to identify 

which combination offers the most desirable rate of growth, which is crucial to ensuring 

adequate conservation of these threatened oak species.  

 


